Carrier Benefits
Epay Manager provides the most effective
way to invoice and receive payment.

On Time, Every Time
Receive payments faster with
Epay Manager.

Benefits
Epay Manager is a complete electronic payment
system, designed for the transportation industry
and is the most effective solution to increasing a
carrier’s cash flow. The benefits include:
• Eliminate paperwork
• Eliminate the US mail and reduce processing
time by up to 10 days
• Reduce the cost of processing invoices by 50-75%
• Receive electronic invoices and rate agreements
• Multiple payment term options for each invoice
• Fax P.O.D.'s to a toll free number
• Receive email notification when invoices are
approved and paid
• View audit trails for every transaction
• Improve shipper relations through better
communication and faster dispute resolution
• A risk free, low cost alternative to factoring
• Obtain the benefits of EDI without the cost
• No software to purchase, update, or maintain
• No additional hardware required

Many carriers focus on operational issues, but ignore the important element of cash
flow. Processing invoices and receiving payments in a timely manner, is a universal
problem. Managing this problem correctly is one of the keys to surviving in the
transportation industry.
Epay increases a carrier’s cash flow, by eliminating the need to exchange documents
through the US Mail. Carriers are no longer required to create or submit invoices or
receive and deposit paper checks. Paper invoices are replaced with electronic
versions that are created automatically. Proof of delivery documents are faxed to our
imaging center, where they are indexed and posted online. Paper checks are replaced
with electronic transfers. Folders and file cabinets are replaced with organized, online
reports and lists. With Epay, the billing process is reduced to a few clicks of the mouse.
Receive Payment in Days, Not Weeks
Once a transaction is created, invoiced and approved, Epay Manager initiates an ACH
request that transfers the invoice amount from the shipper’s bank account to the
carrier’s. This transfer is accompanied by an email each time an invoice is paid. With
Epay, the days of mailing, receiving and depositing paper checks are over.
Take Advantage of Discounts
Almost every carrier experiences an occasional “cash crunch” and wishes they could be
paid faster. Epay Manager offers the ultimate solution to this problem, by allowing
carriers to receive faster payment from shippers, in exchange for discounts. To
accomplish this, Epay allows carriers to select from a list of pre-approved payment
terms, offered by shippers, on each invoice. These grids allow carriers to select
payment terms that meet their cash flow needs at the time the invoice is submitted.
Epay requires shippers to meet the exact terms of the discount before an invoice is
paid. The system also recognizes that faster payment is not always needed and
requires shippers who offer discounts to also offer standard, non-discounted terms.
Eliminates Paper and Mail Time
Every carrier knows that the slowest part of the billing cycle is collecting paperwork
and waiting for delivery of these documents through the mail. Epay’s unique
Automated Document Imaging system receives these documents by fax and converts
them to high-resolution, electronic files. Because shippers receive P.O.D.'s electronically,
mail time is eliminated and the payment cycle to the carrier is shortened considerably.
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Improve Relationships With Better Communication
Epay Manager benefits both shippers and carriers by reducing processing time and cost
and increasing communication between the parties. Carriers benefit by having faster
payment options, fewer processing days, direct deposit of funds and a complete view of
the transaction through the payment cycle. Full audit logs provide all members with the
date and time of every activity. Automated email notification and real-time reporting
allows carriers to focus on operational issues instead of managing unpaid invoices.

